Brief

Travelling embodies the practice of shifting locations, a nostalgia for the field outside, beyond the territories, walls and boundaries. The movement towards a transitory existence constituted on new experiences, confusion and strangeness opens up the possibilities of new sensations, sights and understanding. In précis, it actualizes the vectors of deterritorialization.

The students of Centre for Culture, Media and Governance reflect on their three day visit to Jim Corbet Tiger Reserve National Park and Nainital, a serene hill station at the heart of Uthrakhand on the governance aspects of eco-tourism and forest governance, and the anthropological and iconographic constitution. Through the familiar tropes of being a stranger, foreigner or the ‘other’ which the traveler embodies, these presentations are supposed to impart a new insight into the world of identities and difference.

Date: 15th November 2018, Thursday at 2 pm
Venue: Video Conference Hall, CCMG
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